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Abstract. Pure grammars are grammars without non-terminals. I[9 this paper we show as one 
main result that any two acyclic deterministic pure (dP) grammars that generate the same finite 
language are isomorphic. Furthermore, the notion of a pure grammar form is investigated. As 
the second main result we show that the form-equivalence problem for dP gramrnar forms is 
decidable. 
1, Introduction 
TWO areas of language theory have attracted cor,siderable attention recently: 
pure grammars and form theory. 
Pure grammars are rewriting systems without ran-terminals. In this sense they 
correspond to OL systems. Roughly speaking, non- terminals can be ad. ted to either 
a pure grammar or to an OL system giving rise to a context free gramil:ar and an 
EOL system respectively. We think that pure grammars play the same role in the 
theory of context free grammars as OL systems in the theory of L systems. One of 
the essential advantages of pure grammars (in our opinion) is the fact t!kat thley 
allow for the first time to formalize the notion of grammatical determinism in the 
framework of ‘context free like’ sequential grammars. Another advantage: of pure 
grammars is the fact that all intermediate words in a derivation are necessarily in 
the language generated and therefore there is a stronger relation between a pure 
grammar and the language generated by it. 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to deterministic pure (dP) grammars. We show 
as the main result concerning pure grammars that any two acyclic dP grammars 
that generate the same finite language are isomorphic, i.e. an acyclic dP grammar 
is completely characterized by its language, a rare situation in language theory. 
Pure grammars and related systems like DOS systems (see Ehr’enfeucht and 
Rozenberg [6]) and sentential forms of context free grammars (see ‘Sa!omaa [151, 
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Harju and Penttonen [S]) have been studied before e.g. in Gabrielian [7] and 
Buttleman et al. [3]. For more detailed information about pure gramrnars ee 
Maurer et al. [l 11. 
Grammar form and L form theory has become an important part of language 
theory. Qriginally, the notion of a grammar form was introduced in Cremers and 
Ginsburg [4]. EOL forms were introduced in Maurea et al. [IO] and finally OL 
forms in Albert et al. [l]. Although, in the case of EOL and OL forms the? 
interpretation used, called s-interpretation, is a restriction of the interpretation 
originally used for grammar forms, the g-interpretation, the results obtained are 
far richer, For more information about grammar and L forms consult Wood [16] 
or Kozenberg and Salomaa [133. 
In this paper the notion of a pure grammar form is investigated in analogy to 
Maurer et al. [9] where context free grammar forms with s-interpretation are 
introduced. Pure grammar forms represent he sequential analogue to OL forms 
on one hand and the non-terminal free analogue to grammar forms on the other 
hand. 
Among many interesting questions in form theory the decidability of form- 
equivalence i.e. of the question Z’(G) = Z’(G’) for arbitrary G and G’ has turned 
out to be a very difficult problem for most classes of grammar and L forms. Only 
few results are known concerning this problem (see e.g. Culik et al. [5], Maurer et 
al. [ 321, Blqttner [2]). 
As LPI main result of this paper concerning pure grammar forms we show that 
the form-equivalence problem for dP grammar forms is decidable. WC: introduce 
the notion of form-reduced P grammar forms and show that the isomorphism of 
two form-reduced dP grammar forms is necessary and sufficient for form- 
zqui%alcnce. The proof of this theorem relies heavily on the result about pure 
grammars mentioned above. 
A brief outline of the paper follows. After preliminaries in Secticn 2 we derive 
in Section 3 a number of technical results in Lemma l-Lemma 7 about finite dP 
grammars, which we mostly need to prove the main result of this section namely: 
Theorem 2: Two acyclic dP grammars that generate the same finite language are 
isomorphic. Section 4 deals with the form-equivalence problem for dP grammar 
forms. This problem is shown to be decidable. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of the theory of CF 
languages. We mostly use standard notation and aerminology. For unexplained 
notions in language theory we refer to [14]. 
2. Preliminaries 
For a word x, 1x1 denotes its length and for 1 s i s 1x1, x[i] denotes the letter that 
occurs as the ith element from the left. Alph(x) is the set of all letters occurring 
in x. For a set X, #X denotes the cardinality of X 
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Dedhition. A pure (C’) grummar is a triple G = (2, P, S) where C is a finite 
alphabet, S a fir&e set of words over C, called the axioms, and p a finite set of 
ordered pairs (a, x), u in E, x in C*. The elements of P PAX referred to as productions 
and usually denoted by a + X. 
We say that a word w over C yiekk directly ai, word M” over C according to G, 
in symbols 
w*aw’ or briefly w + w’ (if G is understood) 
if there are words w1 and w2 and a production a +x iti P’ such that 
W= wlawz and w’= wlxw2. 
The reflexive transitive (resp. transitive) closure of the relation 3 is denoted by 
** (resp. *+). 
The language generated by G is defined by 
L(G) = {w 1 s +* w, for some s in S}. 
Languages of this type are referred to as pure languages. 
A letter a: in C is productiue if there exists a production a +x in P. 
G is reduced, if each letter a in 2 occurs in at least one word of L(G). 
G is acyclic if for all letters a in C: a =$ x implies x z a. 
G is a deterministic pure grammar (dP) grammar) if 
(i) For each letter a in C there exists at most one production a +x in P and 
(ii) S = w is a single nonempty word. 
Lan,guages generated by dP grammars are referred to as dP languages. 
Definition. A pure grammar G’ = (C’, P’, S’) is a subgrammar of G = (2, P, S) if 
E’EE, P’CP, S’CS. 
G and G’ are isomorphic, if the& exists a letter to letter isomorphism h : 2 + 2” 
such that 
(i) h(S) = S’ and 
I 
(ii) h(P) = P’ where h(P) ={h(& h(x)]a +x is in P}. 
Definition. A pure grammar form yts a pure grammar G = (2, P, S). A pure grammar 
j. 
form G’ = (X’, P’, S’) is an interpreltation of G(modulo p), symbolically G’ Q G(p) 
if p is a substitution defined on $and (i)-(iv) hold: 
(i) &&Z?for each a in C, ; 
(ii) ~(a)n~(b)=@for all a #b ins, 
(iii) P&p(P) where F(P)={b+yla+x is in P, b in p(a), y in p(x)}. 
(iv) S’ c p(S). 
The substitution p is extended to words in a natural way. 
$I( G) = {G’I G’ Q G} is the pure gramrxar family generated by G ano Z’(G) = 
{L(G’) 1 G’ (3 6) is the pure grammaticc! family generated by G. 
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D&&ion. Let G and G’ be two dP grammar forms. G’ is a deterministic interpreta - 
tion (d-interpretation) of G, G’ Ed G, if G’ Q G. 
(G) = e[G’l G’ ad G} is the deterministic pure grammar f;;mi’!y generated by G. 
pd(G) = {&(G’)I G’ qd G} is the deterministic pure grammatical family generated 
by G. 
Two (dp) pure grammar forms G and G’ are formequivabzt (d-for?nequioalent) 
if 9(G) - Z(G’) (Td(G) = s&G’)). 
We conclude this section by listing, without proof, a number of results that carry 
over directly from the corresponding results on grammar forms in [4]. 
f 1) The relation Q for pure grammar forms is decidable and transitive. 
(2) Let G and G’ be pure grammar forms. g(G) c_ IB(G’) iff G Q G’. 
(3) It is decidable for arbitrary pure grammar forms G and G’, whether 9(G) = 
%(G’). 
3. Sosme Basic properties of dP grammars and languages 
For the proof of the main theorem in Section 4 we frequently need the property, 
that two acyclic dP grammars generating the same finite language are isomorphic. 
This surprising result is derived below as Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. For the 
proof of these theorems we use a number of technical results formulated as 
Lemma l-Lemma 7. 
Lemma 1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a pure grammar to be 
acyclic. In fact this result also holds for CF grammars, if we define acyclic in the 
correspc nding way. 
Lemma I. A &pure grammar G = (& P, S) is acyciic iff there exists no word x in C* 
such that x *+ x. 
Proof. Clearly, if there is no word x in C* such that x =$ x, then G is acyclic. 
Assume now there exists a wotd x in C* such that D : x d x is a derivation in 
G and G is acyclic. The only possible difficulties could arise from the A -productions. 
In this particular derivation D, LNhich we consider from now on, we have ai +* xi, 
lsisn,whercx x 12*** xn-x=r71a2... a,. There exists at. least one letter aj such 
that 
If k = j = I, then G is not acyclic, a contradiction to our 
Assume k <j, then we claim C?k&+l . . . ai_l +* A. 
asf.br.mptions. 
Proof. Assume the contrary* ak. . . ai- +* h is not a derivation according to G. 
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Then in the derivation D we have 
ak . . . ai-1 +* ak, . . . a&l, kl<:k; 
ak, . . . a&l +* ak2. . . ak,+ kzch; 
akz . . . akl-l** ak3. . . ak2-19 k3 < k2 and so on. 
At one step we must have a&, . . . a&_,-1 ** A, otherwise, because of the condi- 
tion ki C ki-1, x would be a word of infinite length. Therefore we have: 
ak . . . aj_r +* ak, . . . a&l +” ’ ’ ’ +* h. 
With the same arguments we prove aj+l . . . al ** A, in the case E > j. Therefore 
there exists a derivation aj =$ aj, a contradiction to G being acyclic. 
Lemma 2. Let G = (2, P, S) be a pure grammar generating a finite language, then 
xy =9 x2 (resp. yx ** yz) implies 
y ** z for x, y, z in C*. 
Proof. Assume the contrary: y +* z is not a derivation according to G. 
Since xy ** xz there are words u, u in C* such that UC = xz and x +* I/ and 
y**v. 
(1) x is not a prefix of u, otherwise we have a derivation x ** XU’. For U’ # A, 
x +* xu’ implies that L(G) is not a finite language and LS’ = h implies tr = z and 
y +* z, a contradiction to the above assumption. 
(2) ct is prefix of x; x = uu’, u’ # A. Now uu’ ** u implies with similar arguments 
as in Lemma 1 that u’++* h. On the other hand y +* v where v - u’z and (by 
u’ 3* h) y +* u’z +* z we again have a contradiction. 
For the case yx +* tx we use the same arguments. 
Lemma 3. Let G = (2, P9 w) be an acyclic dP grammar that generates a fini& 
language. Then there exists exactly one word x in L(G), the stop word, for which no 
production is applicable. 
Proof. (1) There exists a stop word in L(G). 
(a) If A is in L(G), then h is the stop word. 
(b) Assume there is no stop word in L(G), then for each word x In L(G) %Ne 
can apply at least one production of P. Since L(G) is a finite language, there 
exists a derivation x ++ x, which is a contradiction to the fact that G is acyclic 
(by Lemma 1). 
(2) There exists exactly one stop word in L(G). Assume x and y are two different 
stop words. The derivations x +* y and y +* x are impossible by the definition 
of the stop word. But then ther.. e must be a word z in L(G) that contains two 
productive letters a and b such that z ,*** x and t =+* y. By leaving one o? the 
letters unchanged and applying productions to the other letter and its successors 
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we obtain the stgp word x. But then in x there i% still a production applicable, thus 
x is not a stop word. 
Lemma 4. Let G be an acyclic dP grammar, x be the stop word in L(G). Then for 
each word y in L(G), 
y**x 
is a derivation in G. 
Mow we are going to define a natural equivalence relation, which enables us to 
remove letters which are i5 some sense superfluous. 
RefM&n, Let L be a language over sombe alphabet C. For all Betters a, b in C, a 
is equivalent b (a --b) if for any x, y in .C* xay is in L iff xby is in L. 
Clearly, ~5: isan equivalence relation. 
Emma 5, Let G = (2, P, w) be a dP grammar generating a finite language, a and 
b be two distinct letters in 2. 
*men a = b implies either 
(i) a=al=h22=+-~a,-bor 
(ii) b--b&b&--+bk=a, 
where ai *a=b,for laiSn,ciinX,resp.bi=bwafor ISiSk,biinC. 
Prwf. (I) If there is no pair a, 6, a # b such that a = b, then nothing is to prove. 
(21 Assume a, b in C, a # b, a = b ; then there exists a number n 2 0, such that 
for each derivation D : w d x, k < n, implies a and b are not in alph(x) and there 
exists a derivation D : w d’ y such that either a or P, are in alph( y ). We assume 
w.1.o.g. a is alph(y). D is then of the following kind: 
x1. l . x,a,xl...xi, a,=a. 
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Since a =b, ~1x2.. . x,,bxL. . . xi is in I.(G), therefore there is a derivation 
according to G: 
w =xlalx; & x1x2.. . x,bxf,. . . xi. (*c) 
By Lemma 2 (*) implies al +* ~2,. . x,,bxL. . . xi. 
Since G is a dP grammar the only production for al is the production al-, x2a&. 
Therefore we have: 
x2a2x; ,r,* x2.. . x,bx:, . . . xi 
and again by Lemma 2 we obtain 
and so on, Finally we obtain a +* b. In the derivation u =+ yl+ y2 + l 9 l =+ ynr = b ; 
lyil = 1 for all i, 16 i s m. Assume, for some j,‘l s j s to, lyjl> 1, then a production 
c + A has to be applied and we can find a derivation a =+* bc jcax b according to 
G and we have the following situation: whenever yaz is in L(G) then also ybcz. 
This implies by the definition of the equivalence relation = that yacz is in L(G) 
and therefore yac*z is subset of L(G) a contradiction to the finiteness of L(G). 
Therefore fyi1 = 1 for all j, 1 <j < m and clearly a x b = yi for all i, 1 s i G m. 
The next lemma is a kind of a normal form result: Every finite dP language can 
be generated by an acyclic dP grammar. 
Lemma 6, For every finite dP language L there exists an acyclic dP grammar G 
generating L. 
Proaf. Let G = (X, P, w) be a dP grammar generating L. We assume 1w.l.o.g. that 
a + a is not a production in P for any a in C. Assume furthermore, there exists a 
letter a in C such that a ++ a. With the same arguments as in Lemma 5 we can 
exclude h -productions, therefore the derivation a =$+ a is of the following kind: 
a *al*a2=+~ 9 l 3a,*a,n>O,aiinL:foralli, 1Siin. 
Clearly a zai for all i, lsisn, and 
P’=(a+al,al+az ,..., a,+a) 
is a subset of P. 
Now we construct an acyclic dP grammar G1= (Cl, PI, ~1) generating L, We 
assume that there is no other letter b in Cl, b + a, b # ai, 16 i s n !suclh that b ++ 6, 
otherwise we apply the following construction another time. 
PI consists of all productions of P’ with the exception of a, 3 a and for each 
production b + x in P-P’, PI colntains the production b +x’, where x’ is obtained 
from x by replacing each occurrence of a letter ~1, a2, . . . , a,, by the letter a. 
w1= w ‘, where w ’ is obtained from w by replacing each occurrence of a letter 
aba2,..., an by the letter a. 
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Obviously, L(G) = L(Gr) anIf Gr is an acyclic dP grammar, 
Remmk. Above lemma cannot be extended to infinite dP languages. Consider the 
following exampie: 
ab*c w&*cb is a dP language generated by ahe dP grammar G = 
(a, b, c), (a --+ ab, b + A), acb). 
This language cannot be generated by an acyclic dP grammar. 
Now we can establish the basic result of this section: For each dP language L 
where there are no YWO different letters a and b, which are equivalent in the sense 
of above equivalence relation ==, there exists a uniquely defined acyclic dP grammar 
enerating L. 
Now we first define the factor language L/= of L. 
Definftiam. Let L be an arbitrary language over 2Y. 
Li=={[y]ly=ala2-.. wn is in L, [y] = CaAa21. . . hd, 
denotes the equivalence 
exactly one dP 
G = (Z, P, w) generating 
acyclic dP G’ = (2, Pi, w’). If for no a # b, a, b in C a = b 
holds, then L = L/==. 
On the other hand, let al, a2, . . . , a, be a set of equivalent 
acyclic dP G’ in Lemma 6 
we know that the axiom w ‘ does . an9 no 
productions outside P” contain an. 
G that generates is obtained from G’ in 
if there no production 
if an-+x 
By abofre arguments, . a, do in G. On 
by above construction, 
G is a grammar. If there another of equivalent letters we apply 
dP grammar generating 
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(2) There exists exactly one dP grammar generating L/a. Assume G == (C. -P, w) 
and G’ = (X’, P’ w’) generate the same language L/T We prove G = G’. 
(2.1) w = w’. 
(a) Iwl= Iw’l. Assume thle contrary, w.1.o.g. 11~1 C Iw’I. Since L(G) = L(G’) there 
is a derivation D’ according to G’: 
qwhere p is a A -production. 
h-1 = ucv $+h uv = b. 
Since ucv is in L(G) we have 
w=uv**oucv 
which implies L(G) is infinite, a contradiction, thus I w I= I w’l. 
(W w = ala2. . . a,, w’= blb2. . . b,,. We prove ai = bi for all i, 1 c i d n. Assume 
ak # bk for some k, 1 s k G n. There must be a derivation D according to G: 
D: w = 4142.. . a,, + 6162.. . b,. 
If in D a. production of the type c + z, jr1 > 1 is applied, then also a production of 
the type d + h is applied, which leads us to the same contradiction as in (a). By 
only applying productions of the type d + e, iel = 1 we obtain: 
which implies (*): whenever X&y is in L(G), then also xbk; is in L(G). With the 
roles of G and G” exchanged we obtain (**): whenever xbky is in L(G), then also 
x&y is in L(G). (*) and (**) together imply, that ak = bk and by the definition of 
L/= = L(G) we obtain ak = bk, therefore w = w’. 
(2.2) P = P’. Assume the contrary: a + x is in P, a + x is not in P’. 
Consider now the following derivation D according to G: 
D: w= xlalx’l =y1 
= Y2 
II 
x1 . . . xn-lan-&l.. . xi - y,-I 
iI 
Xl.. . x,a,.rL.. . xi =yn, nH; a,=a. 
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Ef D is not a derivation according to G’, then there is a smallest number 16 k < n 
such that 
is a derivation in G and ak 3 &+l&+lX;+l is not a production in P’. We now could 
Iead ak 3 .x~+~Lz~+~x;+~ not in P’ in the same way to a contradiction as we are going 
to do below, therefore we assume w.l.o.g., that D is also a derivation according 
to 47. 
Observe, that z = x1 . , . x,& . . . xi is in L(G) and z # Yi for all i, 1 s i s n, since 
G is acyck. We now show that by our assumptions, z is not in L(G’). 
If we assume the contrary: z in L(G’) then there is a derivation 
according to G’. Lemma 2 implies 
al =3* x2 . . .&xx; l . . x;. 
Since the only production for up in G’ is the production al -* ~2~12~ i we have 
xza& :** x2.. . xnxxL.. . xi 
and again by Lemma 2: a2 =3x3 . . . X,JX; . , . xi and so on. Finally Ne have a ** x 
is a derivation in G’. Now we have two possibilities: 
(a) There is no productioln for a in G’, then clearly t is not in L(G) and therefore 
L(G) # L(G’), which is a contradiction. 
(b) a + y is in P’ and x # y. Since G’ is a dP grammar a + y is the only production 
for a in G’ and therefore a +* x implies y +* x is a derivation in 6’. 
Clrn the other hand, if we exchange the roles of G and G’, we obtain: x +* y is 
derivation in G. 
Now w’z cbscrve, that in (2. ?. ) we basically used the fact w +* w ’ and w’ +* w 
when we proved w = w’, and we can use the same arguments as in (2.1) to prove 
x= Y* 
Since we have chosen an arbitrary production a +x in P and shown, that Q --, x 
is in P’ Theorem 1 holds. 
gemark. In the hterature two languages L and L’ are frequently considered to be 
equal, if they only difier by the empty word A. Families of languages 3’ and 3” are 
equal, if for each language L in 3 there exists a language L’ in 9 such that L and 
L’ differ at most by the empty *word A. 
In fact, in Theorem 1 we proved, that dP grammars G and G’ that generate for 
instance the language L/== are equal, where L = {al, a2, . . . , a,}. If we consider 
L’=(al,... am A} to be equal L, then the cdP grammars 
G =: ({a), (a -) A), a) and G’ = ((a), 8, a) 
which generate both L/== are not equal. To be in agre:ement with the literature, 
we would have to exclude from above theorem exactly the languages, which consist 
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of one letter worcis oniy. The same difhculties arise in the next theorem and we 
can avoid them in the same way. 
Based on Theorem 1 it is now easy to prove the main result in this section. 
Theorem 2, Two acyclic dP grammars that generate the same finite language are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 we know that there is exactly one dP grammar G = (2, P, w) 
which generates L/Y Starting from this unique grammar G, we just have to add 
productions al -) a2, a2+ a3, . . . , a,_1 + all for equivalent letters al, a2, . . . , a, to 
obtain a grammar $7’ generating L. Ciearly, we can connect them in a different 
order, say ai1 + ai.,, ai., + ai,, . . l , ai,_1 + ain for another grammar G”. But which 
order ever we ml&; choose, G” is isomorphic to G’. 
Theorem 2 gives us a very good characterization for finite dP languages resp. 
grammars. This theorem will be used quite a number of times in the next section, 
where we introduce the notion of an f-reduced dP grammar form and show that 
any two f-reduced dP grammar forms 631 and G2 which are not isomorphic cannot 
be form equivalent. To prove this theorem we have to find a d-interpretation Gi 
say of Gi and to prove that L(Gi ) is not in Z’d(GZ). It turns out that for many 
cases, which can arise if two dP grammars are not isomorphic, we can find a 
d-interpretation Gi, such that L(Gi) is not in Zd(G2), of the following form: 
(*)Gi is a dP grammar, where each production is applicable exactly oirce. 
For the other cases we can find dP grammars Gi that generate an infinite language 
L(Gi) and L(Gi) is not in 5?‘d(Gz). 
Grammars of type (tic) are acyclic dP grammars generating a finite language. ‘So 
prove that L(Gi ) Ss not in &(GZ) we want to apply Theorem 2 which holds for 
two acyclic dP grammars. Now it possibly could happen, that there is a non acyclic 
d-interpretation Gi of G2 which generates L(G: ) and we would not be able to 
apply Theorem 2. Therefore we establish Lemma 7 which says, whenever G\ is 
of type (*) and Gi generates the same language as Gi, then tlhere ex.kts an acyclic 
subgrammar G$ of Gi generating L(Gi). If there exists a d-interpretation G$ of 
Gz generating I,(@‘, )$ then now by Lemma 7 we can assume that Gi is acyclic md 
by Theorem 2 G; is isomorphic to Gi, which isI the desired property. 
Lemma 7. Let G = (2, P9 w )be a dP grammar such that ea; h production is applicaiile 
exactly once. Therz for each dP grammar G’ -  (A”, P’, w’) wilh L(G) = L(G’) there 
exists an acyclic subgrammar G”s G’, such that L(G’) = L(G”). 
Proof. If G’ is acyclic then Lemma 7 holds. 
Assume that G is not acyclic and a -+ a is not in P’ for any letter a in C’. 
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There exists a letter a in C’ and a derivation a =++ a according to G’ of the form 
a=al*a2*-* 9 =G+ a, =3 a, where a: ‘3 Z’, n 3 2. 
(A derivation a a* x +* tz, where IX]> 1 would imply: L(G’) is infinite.) 
(a) The letters aj in the derivation are equivalent o a, a = ai for all i, 1 s i s rz. 
(b) By our assumption that each production is applicable exactly once, there is 
no lgord x in L(G) such that 
X = XlUiX2aiX3, X1X2X3 in C*, 1 S i S rZ, 1 S j S 12, 
because there exists a letter a&, 1 s k s n which is productive in G and xlakxZakx3 
would be in L(G) and therefore the production for a& is applicable at least twice. 
(c) One of the letters ai, 1 < S tz, is the ‘first’ letter in G’, say ak, which occurs i 
either once in the axiom or once on exactly one right-hand side of a production 
All the other letters ai, i # k, do not occur in the axiom, they only occur on one 
rigllt-hand side of the productions aj -, aj, 1, or a,, + al, Therefore an acyclic dP 
grzrmmar G” = (Z”, P”, w’) is obtained from the grammar G’ by removing the 
production a&-l + czk or in the case k = 1 T a,, + a 1. 
Clearly 6” is a subgrammar of G’ and it generates the same language as G’. If 
there is more than one cycle in G’ we repeat he algorithm, 
To demonstrate the necessity of Lemma 7 we bring the following two examples: 
Exrllmple 1. G = ((a, b}, CI --) b, aa). 
~lrl; is an acyclic dP grammar. 
G’ = ((a, b), {a -* k, b + a), ab). 
G’ is not acyclic, and there is MYI subgrammar of G’ that generates L(G) (because 
a -+ b is twice applicable in G). 
Example 2. 
G = ((a, b, c, d, e>, P, a), 
P==(a-tbc,S-d,d+e), 
G’ =(a, 6, c, d, e), P’, a), 
P’=(a-,dc,d-+~,e-+b,b-*e). 
G’ contains a cycle: e + b, b + e. In this case e is the ‘first’ letter of the cycle and 
we remove 9he production b YB e. 
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4. d-Form-equivalence! of dP grammar forms 
Based on Section 3 we want to derive now the main result of this paper: It is 
decidable whether or not two arbitrary dP grammar forms are d-formequivalent. 
We show that it is decidable whether or not a dP grammar form is f-reduced and 
if not, there is an algorithm generating to each dP grammar form an f-reduced 
d-formequivalent dP grammar form. We also show, that two f-reduced dP grammar 
forms are d-formequivalent iff they are isomorphic. Since it is decidable, whether 
or not two dP grammar forms are isomorphic, the d-formequivalence problem is 
decidable. 
First we derive some auxiliary results. 
Lemma 8. Let G and G’ be two d-formequiva!ent dP grammar forms, then their 
axtoms are isomorphic. 
Proof. Clear. 
Remark. Because cf Lemma 8 we assume w.l.o.g., that for two d-formequivalcnt 
dP grammar forms G = (Z, P, w) and G’= (2, P’, w’), w = w’ in the remainder of 
the paper. 
Definition. A dP grammar form G = (2, P, w) is form-reduced (f-reduced) if 
whenever P contains productions: 
for some ti > 1, for some k, 1 s k G n, then there is a word x in L(G) that contains 
more than one occurrence of the letter ak. 
Lemma 9. For each dP grammar form G there exists a (unique) f-reduced, d- 
formequivalent d.? grammar form G’. 
Proof. If G is f-reduced nothing is to prove. 
LetP”=(al-*a2,a2-,a3,..., a,+ak}beasubsetofP,rz>l,l~k~n. 
Consider now the following dP grammar form G’: 
G’=(x’,p’, w), where P’= P-P”ud[apa& 
We show that (1) G’ is d-formequivalent to G and (2) #P’< # P. 
(2) is clear. 
(a) Since the letters ai, 1 s i s n just occur at most once in a word x of L(G) the 
grammar form G is a d-interpretation of G’ and therefore J&(G) E Zd(G’). 
(b) We show Zd(G’) c Z”(G). The only difficulties could come from the produc- 
tion al + a1 which is in G’, but not in G. Let Q = [a 13 ~42, . . . , a, --I+ a,, a, -+ ak) 
be productions of an arbitrary d-interpretation 6” of G’(p), where 
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g-l(Q)=al*a~. If k = nl + 1, then G” is also d-interpretation of G. If k s m, then 
the production Q~ + ak can be removed without changing the language L{G”) and 
the remaining dl? grammar again is interpretation of G, therefore A&( G’) = Z’d( cG). 
Because of (2) # P’ c -# P we can apply above construction for G’ several times 
until we end up with the desired f-reduced, d-formequivalent dP grammar form 6. 
The next lemma gives some instructions, how to obtain for our purposes useful 
interpretations of a given grammar form, 
Emmna IO. Let G be a dP grammar form, x == aIa2.. . a,, be in L(G). Then there 
exists a d-interpretation G’ eg G(p) such that: 
,“r’ = b,bz . . . 6, is in L(G’), where 
bi in 44ai) 
bi=aiorbi=ai I 
foralli, I=Sidn 
y is the stop word of 6’ and 
ti ach production is applicable exactly once. 
Proof,, Above conditions can be achieved by introducing in a proper way barred 
jtler&ons of the original letters. 
We now give an algorithm to decide whether or not two arbitrary dP grammars 
G1 and G2 are isomorphic. If they are not isomorphic, then in addition it tells us 
wh*y they are not isomorphic. This is very important for the proof of Theorem 3. 
In this case it returns a subgrammar G”’ of both the grammar G1 and G2, a 
fetter a in Yk’ and a production a +x of G1, where the producticon a -, ); of Gz 
(if it exists) is not isomorphic to a -, x in G1. 
ABgori~hm IS0 
IISiven two dP grammars G1 = (C,, PI, wl) and G2 = (X2, P2, ~2). (By Lemma 8 
we assume w1 = w2 = w, j
(i) We define a sequence of subgrammars G(‘) of both the grammar G1 and 
G2, where the initial subgrammar isdefined to be G(O) = (aIph( w), 8 w), 
(ii) a sequence of isomorphisms h(‘), where the initial isomorphism 
h(“) : alph(w) + alph( w ) is the identity and 
(iii) a sequence of subsets of Cl and X2, Cti) where Z(O) = alph( w) 
Now we proceed as follows: Let i = 0. 
(I 1 We take a letter a of Z(“, which has not been checked before and compare 
the productions rz +x in PI and a + y in P2 if they exist. 
(2) If we can extend the isomorphism h(‘) QO an isomorphism 1?-“: Zti) u 
aflph(x) -3r Xfi) u alph(y ) in such a way that 
(i) h”*“(x) = y and 
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(ii) h”’ i$, the restriction of /?+I) to the letters S’i), then we assume w.1.o.g. A= y 
and therefore h(‘+‘) l IS again the identity. Then we define 
ti+l) c< = Xii) w alph(x), 
G (i+l) = @i+ 11, p(i+l), w), where p!i+l) = p(i) w Ia j x; 
and we increase the value of i by one and continue with (If. If all the letters of 
z(i) have been scanned, then the two grammars Gi and G2 are isomorphic and the 
algorithm terminates. 
(3) If we cannot e:xtend the isomorphism h(‘) in a proper way, then the following 
four cases can occur. 
Case 1’ : a is prodluctive in Gi, but not in Gz or reversely. 
&seZ: a-,x isin&, a *y isin&and Ixl#lylt. 
Case 3: a + x is in Pi and a + y is in P2 and there exist two numbers i, i, i # j 
such that x[i] = x[j] and y[i] # y[j] or reversely. 
Case 4 : n + x is in PI, a + y is in P2 and there exists a number j such that x:[j] 
is in Y’, y [_?‘I # x[j] or reversely. 
Now the algorithm IS0 terminates and reports that G1 and GZ are not isomorphic 
and returns a subgrammar G(‘) of both the grammar G1 and Gz, a letter a in Z’” 
and one oi the four cases. End of algorithm ISO. 
The reader might convince himself that this algorithm works in a proper way. 
Before we present he main result we would like to give an example that shows 
which difficulties can arise, if we want to provle th;at wo non isomorphic f-reduced 
dP grammar forms are not formequivalent. Basicly there are two difficulties: 
(1) to find a d-interpretation Gi say of G1, such that L(Gi) is not in Z’,JGa) and 
(2) to prove that L(Gi) is not in L&(Gz). 
Example 3. 
G = ((a, b, c, 4, PI, adh 
G2 = ((a, b, c, d, a’, b’), P2, ad), 
P1={a+bc,b+a,d*cd,c+cc), 
P2=(a+bc,b+a’,a’+b’c,b’+a,d+cd,c+cc). 
Clearly L(Gi) # L(G2) and G2 Qd Gl. 
(1) L(G1) is in zd(&): 
G” = ({a, b, c, d}, { a -, be, d + cd), ad). 
G” is d-interpretation of G2 and generates L(G1). 
(2) Consider Gi which is d-interpretation of G1: 
Gi .-((a,b,c,d,a’),(a-,bc,b3a’,a’-,bc),ad). 
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Now for any d-interpretation of Gz that generates L(Gi ) no production for 
can be applied. But now the c’s can be obtained by the production c + cc and 
Gi = ((a, b, c, d, a?, (a + bc, b + a’, c + cc), ad) 
is a d-interpretation of G2 and L(Gi) = L(G\). 
d 
(3) Now we present a &interpretation G\ of G1 with the smallesi number of 
pret,$uctions such that L,( G’1) is not in =%(Gz): 
Gi = ((a, b, c, d, a’, a”, a”‘, b’, b”, c’, c”], Pi, ad), 
Pi =(a+bc,b-*a’,a’+b’c’,b’+a”, 
a” -2, b”c”, b” + a”‘, a”‘+ bc). 
me reader might verify that L(Gi ) is not in Z&( Gz). We will rlefer to this example 
later on and construct FJammars in a similar way with the same basic idea. 
Theorem 3. Let G1 = (.&, PI, WI) and G:! = (22, Pz, wz) be two f-reduced dP gram- 
mar forms. 7 hen G1 and Gz are formequivalent i# G1 and GZ are isomorphic. 
Pmof. Clearly, if G., and GZ are isomorphic, then they are formequivalent. We 
prove G1 and Gz are formequivalent implies G1 and G2 are isomorphic by showing: 
G1 and G2 are not formequivalent, if they are not isomorphic,, 
if G1 and Gz are not isomorghic, then the algorithm 1SQ returns a subgrammar 
G’& ; = Q(k) 9 p(k) , , 05 w) fl both the grammar G1 and Gz, a 1ette.r a of ,Zik), to which 
one qf ;he four cases applies. 
Now we have to find a d-interpretation Gi of G1 (resp. of G2) such that L(Gi; 
is not in ?Zd(Gz) (resg, L(Gi) is faot in S’d(G1)). 
Case I : The letter a is productive in G1, but not in G2 : cz + x is in ,Fpl. 
Since G”’ is a reduced grammar, there exists a word z in L(G’k’) that contains 
an occurrence of the letter a!, z = ua:), uv in Z*? 
By Lemma 10 we know, that there is a d-interpretation G’ = (Y, P’, w ‘) of 
G(‘)(p) (which is also interpretation of G1 and Gz), such that u’av’ is in L(G’), 
where u’v’ is the primed version of uv and 
(i) u’av’ is the stop word, 
(ii) a in p(a), and 
(iii) each production in P’ is applicable xactly once. 
Consider now the acyclic d-interpretation G’ = (Y’, P’, w’) of G1, where C” = 
C’ u alph(x’), X’ is the primed version of the right-hand side of the production a + x, 
P”=P’u{a +x’}. 
Now u’x’v’ is the stop word and again each production is applicable only once 
and L(G’) is finite. Now we show that L(G”) Es not iri JZ,,(G*). 
Assume G; is a d-interpretation of G2 and L(Gi) = L(G’). Then by Lemma 7 
we can assume &at G; is an acyclic dP grammar and therefore by Theorem 2 G” 
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and Gi are isomorphic. But then G” itself is a d-interpretation of Gz. This clearly 
is a contradiction, because the letter a is not productitre in G2 and therefore the 
production a --,x’ is not allowed in an interpretation of Gz. 
Case 2 and Case 3 are treated in a similar way. We construct in the same way 
a d-interpretation G” of G and show with similar arguments that L(G”) is not in 
s&G& 
Case 4: a +x in PI, a + y in P2 and there is a number i, such that x[i] is in X(‘) 
and x[i] # ~[~i]. x[i] = b; x = xlbxz, 1x11= i - 1. 
Consider the derivation D according to G1. 
Yl . . . ynany;. . . y’1 
where a,, = a and for all k C n, w 3’ z implies a is not in alph(z), this means that 
D is minimal. Which d-interpretation Gi of G1 we now choose, such that L(Gi ) 
is not in .&(62) depends on D and on the letter b = x[i]. Three different cases arise: 
Subcase 1: b = x[i] # aj, for all j, 1 <j e n, ai are the productive letters in D. 
Subcase2: b=akforonek,lak<n. 
Subcase 3: b = a,, = a. 
Subcase 1: There exists a word ulauzbus (u1bu2au3), ~1~2~3 in Xtk’* in L(Gtk’) 
and by Lemma 10 a d-interpretation G’ = (X’, P’, IV’) of Gtk)(& (and of G1 and 
G2) such that 
(i) u:a&bu& is the stop word and 
(ii) 6 is in p(a). 
Wi,th the same arguments as in Case 1 we show that G” generates a finite language 
which is not in &(GZ), 
G” = (LX”, P”, w ‘) 
where 
Z’=J?ualph(x’), x’=xibx& P” = P’ u (a + x’). 
Subcase 2: b = ak for one k < n. In this case there is possibly no word in L(Gl) 
that contains both an occurrence of a and 6. We have now again two possibilities: 
(2.1) b = ak--/ak+l--r”’ l --s, a,, + b is a derivation in G1, 
(2.2) b =+* zaz’ + zxIbx2z’, Izx:x~z’~ 2 1. (We recall: a + xlbxt is the production 
in question.) 
(2.1) Since G1 is a f-reduced dP grammar form ak * ak+l * l l l J ak implies 
that there exists a word z in L(GI) which contains two occurrences of the letter 
ak, and again we can construct with the same underlying idea as in Subcase 1 a 
grammar Gi dd G1 that generates a finite language and L(Gi) is not in zd(G& 
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(2.2) b jn-‘+I ulbuz, ul u2 + A is a derivation in G1 but not in tG2. Now we find 
an interpretation Gi ad Gr, where Gi contains a ‘loop’ b am (u#b(u# where 
m = j e (n -- k + 1) for a suitable j, following the same basic idea as in Exampls 3. 
S&case 3: b = a = x[i] and c = y[i], a -)x in PI, a + y in P2. 
There are again two possibilities which we have to treat differently: 
(3.1) x=a =b, 
(3.2) I.xI> 1. 
(34 1) We have the production a + a in PI and a + c in Pz. To obtain a dP 
grammar Gi a<1 G1 such ,t.hat 1;(Gi) is not in sd(G2) we have to find out whether 
c is productive in Gz or not: 
(3.1.1) c + z in Gz and 12 I> 1. This case is treated similar to Case 2 where: we 
had IA+ IYl* 
(3.1.2) c +* d, d in & and ci is not productive in GZ. Now we have a similar 
situation as in Case 1. 
(3.1.3) c ** d & d! is a derivation in G2. If there exists a word in L(G1) that 
contains two occurrences of the letter a, then we can find a d-interpretation G\ 
of Gi in a similar way as in Subcase 1 and L(Gi ) is not in g’(G2). 
If there exists no such word in L(GI), then there is a word z in L(G2) that 
contains two occurrences of the letter d, because G2 is f-reduced. In this case there 
is a d-interpretation Gi of Gz such that L(Gi) is not in Sd(G1). We notice that 
this is the only case where there is not necessarily a d-interpretation Gi of G1 
such that L(Gi) is not in ,gd(Gz). 
(3.2) 1x1~ 1; .r is the right-hand side of the production a + x in P1. x = xl ax2, 
~1x2 f A, a is thlt ith letter from the left. Like in Example 3 we can find a sutiable 
d-interpretation G{ of G1 generating an infinite language and L(Gi ) is not in 
pd( Gz). 
This was the last case that can occur and we have proved that Gt is not 
formequivalent G2 iff G1 and G2 are not isomorphic. 
Now we are going to show as a simple consequence of Theorem 3 that the 
d-form-equivalence problem is decidable for dP grammar forms, 
Lemma 11. For an arbitrary dP grammar G = (Z, P, w) and a letter a it is decidable 
whether or not there exists a word x in L(G) that contains .more than me occurrence 
of the letter a. 
Proof. The above problem can be reduced to the problem whether or not the CF 
language L(G) nC*uE*alS* is empty, which clearly is decidable. 
Lernana 12. It is decidable whether or root an arbitrary dP grammar form G is 
f-reduced. 
. It is decidable whether G contains productions of the form al + a2, 
a2 -, a3, . . . , a,-l-,a,, an -9 ak, n > 1, k s n. If G does not contain such productions, 
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then G is f-reduced. If G contains productions of this form, then G is f-reduced, 
if there exists a word x in L(G) which contains more than one occurrence of the 
letter a, which is decidable by the above lemma, otherwise G is not f-reduced. 
Theorem 4. The d-form-equivalence problem is decidable for dP grammar forms. 
Proaf. There is an algorithm which generates for an arbitrary dP grammar form 
a d-form-equivalent f-reduced dP grammar form. By Theorem 3 two f-reduced 
dP grammar forms are form -equivalent iff they are isomorphic, which clearly is 
decidable. 
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